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·Pert I. · THE CRITICAL ENTERPRISE 

a. Tha Problems 

b. Tha Gr~tique 

c. The System 

Part II. THE CRITiCAL HAN 

11. The Subject 

b. Tha Pradlc21ta 

c:: ~ Th• Object · 

d. (Exp1rience) 

11. Tha MQ~rli,,g 

The Cri tigup £!! f!.!!!. R!t!!pn in 1 ts final f'orm hes 884 pegaa. Of these 

tho l••t. five ara clevotad tn • history of metephysice. . In 1 t Kent c'eete en 

aya aver ell the efforts prec1ding his~ and eaea·them ell ae structures 

in ruine (8 BBO). Then ha cla1ee with these words (my italics): 11The 

critic'l way elone 1e still ap11n. If the randar hes be11n obliging end patient. 

anough ta wander over it in mv company, he mev now judge whether, if he le 

willing to contribute his part in order t_a' meka this. foot-path a royal road, 

acmathing which meny centuries heve been unable to accomplish may not be 

attained before lb!. ct111pletian gf !b.!, preeent century: namely, thet human 
. I 

raeson ehall, in thane matters which have et ell times, though before this 

in vain, engaged ite desire ta know, be given c1311plate aatisfection." The 

vaer ie 1?87. 

•A,S : pegin~tion of first end second editions; other works are cited by 
paragraph, where po1eible; P: Prolegcmap] !e, An~ Future Metaphysics. 



I have quoted this last paragraph to establish th·e full tremendousness 

of this book. It means revolution; more swift, radical, and complete than ' 

the two great political revolutions in France and Pmerica between which 

it falls. Kant himself emphasizes this revolutionary character, taking as 

his paradigm the Copernican Revolution, that change of paint of view which 

turns the human being from the quietly central spectator of the moving heavens 

into the circulating observer who sees in nature only his awn restlessness 

(8 XVI, XXIII, n.). I shall try in this presentation to work out as exactly 

as possible the effect of our acceptance of this reversal on our humanity, 

but to do this it will be necessary to try to strip the Critique of those 

defensive outworks which, while intended to make the newly established 

position of liberation secure, really turn it into a new orthodoxy •. For 

like all radical positions, the Critique is meant to be completely and 

irresistibly compelling, which means that those who yield to its compulsion 

and join, so ta speak, the party, must come to see their position as given and 

obvious and in no way wonderful. This lack of wonder is just what Kant 

aims at when he says that within the next two decades human reason phall have 

its desire to know completely satisfied. 

The compulsion of the Critique is expressed by Kant in the sentence: "The 

critical way alone is still open.'' Therefore, if we want to remain open to 

the impact of the book, we must refuse to be herded along this road, though 

we must follow it. We shall try to look at the Cri tigue not "critically", 

that is, as insiders, but appreciatively, .as outsiders. This has one immediate 

consequence for our reading of the text -- those compelled to live within 

the system must tinker with it constantly to make it livable, but an outsider 

can afford to take it in its integrity. I shall, thGrefore, accept Kant's 

clear statements to the effect that his system was in every part complete 
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in the first edition of 1781 and ·that he made no change or addition when he 

revised the text for the secoAd edition, and desired none to be made sub-

sequently (8 XXXVIII). 

To avoid the compul_sion of the "critical way" we must see what it i!'>, and 

there is only one way to do that, which is to regard the Critigue, as Kant 

himself does, as a great dwelling, an architectural work (B 736), erected on 

the ruins of preceding structures, through which we allow ourselves to be led 

as prospective inhabitants, the while seeing_ more and different matters than 

our guide intended and thus preserving our inner independence. Let me i~lustrate 

what I mean by simply launching into . this brief liberating tour of the Critigue. 

The first part of this presentation will, then, deal with the Critical 

Enterprise as a whole, under three headings: the Problems, the Critique, the 

System. 

Part I THE CRITICAL ENTERPRISE 

a. . The Problems 

The outworks and forecourts of the Critigue are the problems through 

which Kant compelS .: everyone to enter his book. Let me first road them off 

(B 20 ff.): 

How is pure mathematics possible? 

How is pure natural science possible? 

How is metaphysics possible?, 

and finally, the translation into Kant's technical language of these three 
I 

together (8 19): 

How are a priori synthetic judgments possible? 

The first three questions express Kant's two mpin preoccupations for many 

years before the critical answer came to him, namely the value and trust-

worthiness of Newton's mathematical · science of moving bodies on the one hand, 
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en.cf the self'-coritradictoriness ·and uncertainty of metephyai.cs on the other. 

Vet they constitute not so much the opening of en inquiry as the gates to 

the straight end nerraw path of a eoiution. If we ere not to become the 

unwitting captives of Kant'~ cestle, we must ~ecoma ·thoroughly E;11Jere of the 

constraints the formulations of these .problems impose on our·way. 

First of ell, whet does Kant imply by asking how such kntldledge is 

possible? In the case of m~themetics end mathematical physics (Which is 

sO'iance only as fer as it is methemetic~l (Metaphysical . Principles .E! Ne1turel . 

Science; Intro.)) the question expresses no doubt whatavar about ite actuality 

nothing is more cert~in, and requires the reader's assent more es a matter 

of course, then that methemat1c·a1 ecienca exists end contains binding lewe 

(8 X ff., 20). What it does express is e· very peculiar Kantian approach 

to what is actual, namely that precisely bec115uea .iit exists . it must be given 

a foundation, that we must find the grounds upon which t~et which is actually 

known can be ours, not only in th13 sense of being ·eveileble ·but else es a 

firm and certain poe•eaaion (Pra·kegmiena 5). Metephyeics, on the other hand, 

is not en actual science at ell CB 21), since up tc ' the time of the Critigue 

there has been, depressingly, no metaphysical ·1ew proved fer whose contra

dictory an equally convincing proof cannot be constructed; for instance, it 

can be equally convincingly demonstrated that the world muet have a beginning 

in time and also that it cannot have such a beginning. Kant calls such 

parallel opposing proofs "antinomies" or 11counter-l&.1e" (8 434), and he hed 

been occupied with the devastating pbssibili ty of ccn_etructing them long 

before he wrote the Critique. Therefore the project of finding the grounde 

of the poeeibility of metephysice will imply bringing it into being; Kant 

will have to find the first uneeseilable metaphysics. 
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. Secondly, what doee Kl!lnt 1mpl'y in using the word "pure" in th11 f'1ret 

three questions? We must f'iret attand to tha 'vary fact that there.!!, 
' ' ' 

"pure" -- in contrl!et to ca~teminst•d "". .. khlJldledge. "Pure" is clear_ly a 

key concept of the. Cri tigue E!,. f!:!!:!. Reeeon , er:id it does , indeed, es we shall 

see, meen · 11uncont$nineted by anything alien" (A 11). · We must expect the 

irrmsculateness of our conceiving to play a central role in the book. There 
-

· is a further implication: Since pure mathematics and· pure naturel science 

have indeed long been actual, while msta_phVsics, by which Kent st this point 

understands merely the knabiledge obtained by the pure intellect CB XIV), is 

not yet in ex1etence _among men, the former mu~t represent knowledge which . 

is on the one . hand unconteminat.ed by alien · eeneation, and on the other !!.2!. 

altogether inteilectual: the implication is that . there muet be a pure !!2!?,

intellectual knowledge; and indeed, the discovery of a second. faculty of knruledge, 

tn every way apposed· to the intellect, a nicul ty capable of pure sensing, wee 

Kant• s first cri ticel find CQ!l !t!!. . F~m !!29_ Princlplee Ef. ~. S!npible and 

Intellectual World, 1770). 

And finally, what does the juxtaposition of the three questions imply 

concerning their interrelations? Kant, in expl~ining how he came to the 

critical enterprise, attributed his awakening frc:m his "dogmatic .slumber", that 

is, his faith in the traditional metaphysics, to David Hume (P, Intra.). What 

Kant had learned from Hl.llle was precisely · that his own two orig.inal p;reoccupe

tione (the success of mathematical phy?ics and the natural human predisposition 

toward metaphysics) were deeply involved with eech other. For Hume had pointed 

out that a type of connection between ideas, central to all metaphye1ca, 
I . 

namely that of cause .lf'ld effect, could be made neither by mere reasoning, nor 

by observing events in nature. For no one has ever seen a cause act ar an 

effect ensue·. · If, for instance, one billiard ball hits enother, which thereupon 
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begins to. mpve, ·a sequence . of distinct events can be obsar\ied, but no element 

in this sequence clearly bears any mark of being the "cause" of another which 

appears as its "effect"; in Hume'e werda: nno object ever discovers, by the 

qualities which appear to the senses, either ~he causes which produced it, or 
ti 

the effects which will arise from it;~·· (Er!, Enquiry. Concerning Human Under-

standing IV, 1). But if Hume had thus ·showed that the · central notion of meta-

. physics is unknowable, he had showed as well that ths central notions of 

Newtonian physics are superedded to ita observations; . ail our sense experience 

can give us is that nature seems to be in the habit (Enquiry V, 1) of following 

certain sequences, b~t that same of the events of such a seq~ence ere the ceusei 

af others is not an assertion capable pf experimental verification, e,t ell. Ttiur 

Hume's attack on metaphysics is also an attack an the certainty and aignificenc~ 

· of science. But because Hume's ~ssault was made with a tw.o-edged &'-'ord, Kent 

conceived, and so his questions, taken together, imply, that t .he. defense might 

also secure both metaphysics and experimental science et once; this would be the 

case if. !t!!!, former ~nothing .!!!!, .lh!, g_round £!. ~ letter, if the n8W meta

physi~were to be pre-eminently what is nbepind physics", its ground (B 8?3). 

Furthennore, Ht.1ne's peculiar proceeding of elevating experience by 

attacking its conclueiveneas, conf1:nned Kent in the assumption that there is 

only one criterion of certainty and that is purity -- nothing that comes to us 

adventitiously, nothing that is given to us by sense experience from the outsidE 

can be guaranteed, far yet another observation might reveal an 'alternete eaquenc 

which will prove our first conclusions to be neither always nor inevitably 

true, net ther universal !1!-J.r. necessary. If observational science is to be 

certain, then it must procee~ . fran propositions which are dependent on nothing · 

alien, which ere pure of aensation, Which is to say : . ~ .!:!!!. !.!:!!!!. !!:!! very 

first. The Latin phrase fer "fran the very first 11 is "a priori" (8 2-3). 
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We may now recapitulate the assumptions to which Kant's introductory 

problems co1T1Tiit us by studying their final enunciation: "How are a priori 

synthetic judgments possible?" (8 19). We see that this formulaion assumes 

that there~ a priori judgments, that is, propositions which arise purely 

out of our own faculties .of knowledge. It assumes also that these are 

"synthetic", "Synthetic" means "put together". Synthetic judgments are 

propositions in which, as opposed to analytic ones, the predicate does not 

merely make explicit what is already thought in the subject, but in which truly 

different things are put together; we might say simply: new or interesting 

judgments, precisely of the sort science is expected to contain (8 14). (We 

shall leave for later the reason why Kant calls propositions judgments.) And 

finally the enunciation of the problem, in asking about possibility, commits 

us to the grounding enterprise. This means that we accept in fundamental 

questions the necessity of perfectly circular argument (8 765). For as Kant 

explicitly shows, to ground the actual means first to find those elements 

which make it possible; and when we have, with the aid of a lucky clue, 

found such grounding elements, to show that on these and only on these grounds 

we can get what we already consider ourselves actually to possess. Critical 

grounds are therefore in some sense like the hypotheses, rationalizirg constructs, 

of astronomy (A XVII) • Here, however, the peculiar aptness of .the Copernican 

paradigm begins to come out; just as Copernicus differs from Ptolemy in 

refusirig to regard his theory as merely another hypothesis but thinks of 

it as revealing the true nature of the heavens, so those grounds are not 

intended as mere constructs but as truths (8 800). 

Thus aware of the constraints under ·which we enter, let us pass straight 

to the central court deer within the dwelling. The enterprise carried 

on here goes under the name of: 
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b. · .J.b2. Critique E! ~ Reason. 

Kant uses the word "critique" in a general way to mesn a radical review 

of knowledge in terms of its grounds (which, it turns out, ere the faculties of . ' ., . 

knowledge), but in its central use the word h~s precisely the aggressive 

meaning 1 t appears to have. ·. Far in the largest middle section of the Cri tigue, 

Kant undertakes the negative work which gives the book its nE111e, theexppsure 

£!:pure reason·, of reeson on its CliJn. (Hence the title of Kant's book has 

two meanings -- · 1 t refers bath to the destruc.tion of the pretensions of a 

higher faculty, specifically called the reason, anclthe establishment es a 

ground of kncwledg.e of a lowa1· faculty properly called the ·understanding, though 1 

sometimes cCJnprehended under the general term reason.) 

The center of the book is, then, ~ha· scene of devastation. Here we sea 

the ruins of all farmer metaphysical enterprises about which .the new edifice 

is built. We know fran K·ant•e early notee that preeminently this central 

portion was called "Critique" and that a suggested title for the whole work 
.· . . 

was "On ·the Limits of Senee and Reason". The critique here practiced is no 

longer a search for the ground of knowledge but the annihilating criticism of 

any previous metaphysics. 

Kant is very explicit about . the centrally negative and destructive · 

character of the Critique (8 23); it is because of this that Moses Mendelssohn 

called him the "universal pulverizer". He regards it es a great purification 

which must precede the new era, as e profound reinterpretation of the Socratic 

knowledge of ignorance, for while the latter intends to prepare a way into 

the apparently unkn0bl1, the critical revelation of the impotence of reason 

is intended to prevent for ever · any venture into the provably unknowable 

(B 786). In his Philosophy E! History, Hegel, in a penetrating f1 fty page 

review, calis Kantian philosophy "enlightenment .made methodical" -- the 
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the central Critique is methodical enlightenment. 

In order to understand why the critique of metaphysics is cast in the 

f orm of an attack on pure. r eason it is necessary for a moment to look at the form 

of the book itself. All but the first part of it is cast in the form of a 

text book of looi c ~ o vg2~ 1 zed in part like the manual for Kant's own lectures 

on logic. In fact it recapitu l a t es, with some signifi cant s hifts, the 

parts of Aristotle's Or !=] c:mon or 11 J11strument 11 for the acquisition of knowledge. 
- -~-· -- -~~ .. 

i',s such it deals in order with the elements of the fcrms of thought, namely 

concepts, t heir combinat i on j n ..judgmonts, and finally with inforences, and 

t he art of argument. (The cDrrr::sporiding Ar ::.stotelian treatises are the 

Categories,_ On Inter'protatiL~, j:he Analytics_ and the I_opics ( B 324).) Kant 

uses the nam2 ~}v!J c fo:c t\":E! fi rs t two of thes e s ub j Gct matters (which we 

thc-i t is, of syllogisns and t h2 c:1r 1.: of argument, into ;:.he huge middle section 

c1 ? his book which he calls ':Dialectic", or better, wrranscendental Dialectic". 

The u1nrd "transcendental " literally means noth i ng more than "going 

beyond 11 • Jn the language of thE! s chools those terms CJ re called transcendent 

which intend something bByonci s ens o experience, such as the One, the True, the 

Good (B 113). Kant chooses lJ form of this Lc1ord to ma r k his overcoming of 

t he tradi ti cm; tiJh8t811er goes beyond experience is transcendent and without 

r:redi t unless it is ;:; trc:msc r:: nd1:2nta l anst<Jer to the c r i t ical question: 11 What 

CJ:.,2 the grounds of s e:nse exporfonce?" (B 25 , 80). The opposite of "trans-

c i:mdental 11 is "immanont 11 or dtt.1elling "within 11 experience. The critical logic 

i s therefore a transcendental logic, a logic not of the world itself but 

of the conditions of knowing it; as Kant says, a logic of truth (B 87). As 

f or the word 11 dialec t ic 11 , Kant completes the degradation which Socratic 
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"conversation" had begun ta undergo in Aristotle's Topics (VIII, 1). There 

the dialectic method of argument is that which addresses itself to the 

convincing tha interlocutor by likelihoods rather than to the production of · 

truth. Kant goes further -- dialectic is .simply the logic af illusion (8 349) 

end transcendental dialectic is the critique cf the production of illusory .. 

argt.nnents in the realm beyond sense experience. 

We possess, it tums out, a special faculty of deluding ourselves (8 353 ff.). 

This faculty is "pure reason", reason by itself, without any alien additions: 

human reason on ite q.m is a faculty for -- illusion. The problems with which 

the Critique begins, you will remember, could not i~clude th~ fon:nulation 

"How is metaphysics asa science possible" since no one could exhibit such 

e science. What I omitted so aay then was that Kant had substituted an 

alternate formulation based on the human fact that metaphysics has Qlwaya 

been attempted. Kant therefore regards metaphysics as a universal human 

activity and asks: "Hru is metaphysics as a natural disposition possible?•• 

I had in the last section md.tted the very last statement of one of the 

problems of the introduction, which ia~precisely: 

"How is metaphysics as B natural disposition possible?" (8. 22). 

Human beings, this question assumes,· do actually have such an inescapable 

disposition, for, in the face of never-ending failure, they never cease to 

attempt to gain purely intellectual knowledge. (I might interject here . the 

observation that it is a consequence of making a science of the grounds end 

faculties of human knC1&Jlec1ge that they all become universal; no hunan soul 

can have a nature basically different in constitution from any other -- this 

might be c~lled the scientific republicanism of the Kantian revolution (8 859).) 

We are naturally disposed toward metaphysi~s because of the peculiar 

operation of our reason (8 355 ff.). The reason, a dubious English substitute 
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for the German word 11Vemunft 11 , which originally means a faculty .for "taking 

in", is traditionally that highest knowing faculty, which sees directly into 

things. Kant retains its position as the higher of two cognitive faculties, 

but this ranking is now degraded ~higher means farther removed from experience, 

from the illll1ediate production of truth -- secondary (8 362). As a token of 

this, its tradition al Latin name, 11 intellect", is taken from reason and 

attached to that primary faculty of thought called the understanding which 

we shall look at later. Reason does no original work of understanding, it 

merely uses the concepts and judgments which the logic supplied to it and 

combines them into derivative ones called syllogisms or inferences. This 

dependent faculty is, however, by its very nature not content to collect and 

combine the matter supplied but insists an exceeding itself. 

The Transcendental Dialectic shows haw the faculty of reason, which is 

beyond experience, is irresistably, by its very ·nature, compelled to lase 

itself in a definite number of definite fundamental logical illusions of the 

type of the antinomies I mentioned before. It does this in the fallowing 

way: . it notices that its chains of inferences seem to run backwards in three 

ways (B 379): In the first of these, the premises run backward in such a way 

that each prior premise has a more inclusive subject, as in the syllogism 

"All men are mortal, Socrates is a man, Socrates is mortal •i, in which the 

subject of the minor premise, Socrates, is narrower than_ that of the major, 

man. So also syllogisms regress from consequences to conditions as in 

"if-then" syllogisms, and from a disjunctions to a collection of possibilities 

as in "either-or" syllogisms. Now reason is inevitably driven by its own 

"interest" to do what it is not fit ta ~o; ta originate concepts and 

judgments which it posits as the principles or absolutely first premises of 

each of the three types of chain. Thus it creates the concept and posits the 
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existence of 1 • . a vary first and all-inclusive subject, 2. every first; 

unconditional or fraa condition end 3. a being in which all pose1b1lit1as are 

contained. Such illegitimBte creations ere called 1deas of reason, after 

the Platonic ideas CB 370). · Different prcceeeesof illusion ere eaeociated . 

with each of the three ideea; among them ere those antimonies of metaphysice 

which had early disturbed Kant. 

Now the ideas of r'aeon are only the logical f01111Ulatiane or thraa human 
. . . . 

concerns which . together exhaust th~ field of philosophy. For th•t subject 

which itself is neve~8'11Bra predicate belonging to another subject but Which 

rather itself supports ell predicates is the soul, which belongs only to itself 
. . -- . 

while an· knowledge belongs to it; end the condition which itself has no cause 

but moves unmo~ed, spontaneously, describes freedan; and that being wh~ch is · 

perfect in containing all possibilities is God. In questions concerning God, 

freedom· and the soul Kant recognizes the totel content of all previ[Jus 

metaphysics (8 ·? ,826). He has · just eha.iln that substantial en1111ers to such· 

questions ere beyond our cOD1petence. All the old constl'llctions .of metaphysics 

lie in ruins within his a.11 .edifice. 

Thie;than, le the anewar to the problem: Holil is it possible that we 

have a natural dispositia~ .twerd a study which . brings us nothing .but 

undemonetrable, contradictory fictions? Uur highest faculty is so constituted 

as naturally ... to lead to excesses: lt is the business of B critique of. cur 

reaeon(a way to eelf-knDldledga which gives us a radically new version oT' 

Socratic ignorance, nemely certified ignorance (A XI, B 22)), to discipline 

this prapeneitv by .displaying it clearly • . Kant's promise ti1atour desire to 

kn°"' will ~hQrtly be laid t1:1. ,rest is hence fulfilled. 

c. The S y1tBll) 

·· \iav\\ng . briefly surveyed:. the very beginning al")d the middle . of . the Critigue 
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the time has now come to look at the blueprint of the whole critical edifice, 

as set out in the last part of the Cri tigue, which, '.Still in accordance with 

its presentation as a logic, is called the Transcendental Doctrine .E! Method. 

In his own manual of logic, Kant says: "Just as the Doctrine of Elements in 

logic has as its content the conditions of the completeness of a knowledge, 

so an the other hand the General Doctrine of Method, as the other part of 

logic, must treat of the form of a science in general or of the way and the 

manner in which the manifold of knowledge is connected ta make a science." 

(Loeic 96). A doctrine of method therefore teaches how to handle and how to 

put together the elements or building blocks of a science, how to make them 

the mutyally supporting parts of a systematic edifice. But a transcendental 

logic is in a special position. In mathematics and natural science, as 

Kant observes in a work which is the precursor of the Critigue, the method is 

the result of investigations in progress and follows upon the science; in 

pure philosophy alone "the method anticipates every science" (Sensible and 
' . -

Intelli51ible World 23). And so Kant calls the whole Critique a "treatise on 

the method" (B XXII). For the transcendental ' philosophy, defined as the 

"id~a" of the system of principles discovered in the critical enterprise 

(B 27), is to serve to mark out and secure the paths of inquiry in all the 

sciem;:es, to be a Prc.Legomena, or preface, .!£. Any Future Metaphysics Which 

Can Assume the Part of a Science, and this is precisely what a method is. 
~ . ' .-------
But the critical investigation itself must also be somehow directed, and this 

is what the Transcendental Method does; it is a method of method. Vet there 

is something strange about it, for what trustworthy method can show one the 

way to the grounds of trust? Note, too, that Kant calls the critical system 

an "ipea", almost suggesting that it is itself one of those dubious constr<Licts 

of reason. The art -- note, not the science -- of systems is called, in 
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keeping with Kent's edifice metaphor, "Architectonic", or ~th• master-builder's 

art 11
, the neme of the next to lest .section of the book. 

But be~ore Kant can treat the system of knowledge tie muat complate lt; 

for an ele""\'t is m1~1lng. This ia done in a prior section .called the "canon 

of Pure Reason". liilike Bacon •e ~ OrQanon ·or science•: wh~ch is qu.oted at '. the 

beginning of the Critique, Kant's new organon of pure raeson ie no~ •n inatrum11nt 

for positive discovery but for the cure end prevention of error, e negative or~~...,o 

(8 25) or 0discipline" (8 737), ee the first section of the Transcendental 

Method, which demands that reason be shown ta have. no iegitimete theorsUcel 

use, is called. But amewhare, K18nt says, reason must be. a sourca of positive 

knowledge CB 823). A method for rightly using e faculty, 8uch as the reason, 

is called e "Canon" (8 8241; the section so named ln the Critique d•1covere the 

positive use of the reeacn, which is the missing element in t~e eyst.-, in the 

"precticel" reelm, 1n morality. It .is therefore, ea it were, e claaring meda 

in the Critique 2!,~ fi!asan for the purpose of laying the foundations of the 

Critique E!. Ptacticel Ra!!Jln. 

The possibilities of pure reason era now ca111pletely exµaunded end ~ant 
. . 

can give t11a legi timete table of retionel hLltll!ln knowledge or ph1loaophy1 (8 869)1 

the transcendental counterpert of the Catalogue or histories Bacon had appended , 

to hie O:menon, which ie intended ta direct empirical inquiry. I shall recount 

it only fer enough to reveal eClll'lething significant about the Crit1gue ea a whale. 

All retional knowledge has aither !!p1r1~1l roots, which mB&tna that it is based 

on the trial and error cf sanes experience, or it la purely rational; only the 

letter is considered in the Critique. It is to be noted ff. :L~~· ; ~ { .r : r : r.~;- 1 1'.. ' that thia 

fundamental division is entecadsnt .to the inquiry itself. The philosophy of 

pure reason in its preparatory or "prc:>paedeutic" stage is celled •critiqua!' The 

principles there d1acovered, when presented completely and eyetewieticelly, ·· 
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may then be called •1metpphyeice". Metaphysics hes tMICJ br8'"1chea, the metaphysics 

of thaoreticel reason which i .a ~ ea we shall sae, . the sane. as the metaphysics 

of natyra and the mataph~eics of practical reason, or of morale • . The meta

physics of nature· 18 in tum d1v1dad into two parts, one r:tealing with the . 

sum Qf all obJect19 given to our faculty of knowledge. Thi~ · part Kant cel;J,11 

"physiology", the ac.count of nature. The other part deals with those faculties 

themselves, apart from th•i~ ob.jact. Kant calls it "ontology", the acc~t of 

being. Hera, in the ~h!.~~*~-~' . KB"lt · in the elmoat ·iranically unobtru'eivt 

traditional ta?me r&\l&Bl.9 th• t'ull t'o:rca of his revolution; th• quaation of. . ' . . 

Aristotle's, Metaphvaice (VJI, i) Which has bes~, es he say~; '~n thtl past 1111 

well as nru ever pursued end ever lftiaeed: J,ldhet is being?•· ~ is now to be 

answered by pointing et the queaticner. !!:!!. science · E! beinQ !!. Ea."!!!. neth1ng 

but !tl! science g! 1n;Jlliring !!!!!!!.• 

Tli1s brings us ta the ~~.~!f E.~r~. at' this praeantat1an blhich da-.la witli · 

the Critical MBn under four mo.tinge: the Subject, th11 Predicate, the Object, 

and the Meaning. 

Pert . II: THE CRITICAL M~ · 

The order of presentation will have the farm of en experi91811t in reconstruct

ing the Cr1tigue which is suggested by· the Prolqganana; Kent's introductory 

sketch of the Cri tigua , which he wrote between 1 ts two editions. . In . thie 

short book Kant pretends to present .analytically, that is by reducing the given . . ~ 

problems to the conditions they implf, the same material presented in the 

Critique synthetically, th11t is by starting with the first and highest. principle, 

and deducing the consequancaa. ( P, Intro; this use of . these ·ilrme must not 

be confused with that 1) by which judgments are called synthetic or analytic, 

as described above, (P 5 n.) or 2) by 11.Jhich the dissection of e faculty is 

is called an analytic, as seen belCl.il.) ·Now everyone who has read both works 
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1a perfectly ewe're that they are both equally analytic or '*regressive", as !lny 

work af discovery would be. My experiment will therefore consist af presenting · 

the elements cf the fLritigue in that ~ynthatic ar progressive order which Kent 
I . 

... 
never actually followed, I !dill etternµt, es it were ·, tc reed · the C:ritigue 

backwards, ta derive critical men from hie principle~ 

The matters I em about to take up ere drawn mostly from those earlier 
. . ' • 

sections of t ·ha Critique which I have bypassed so far and which are generally 

end rightly the object of most intense study. IlllnBdiately after the Introduction 

comes, es the first part of the ~EP.!r..1~,! P.~. 9..1!.!!?!l~~.. a section entitled 

"iranacendentel Aesthetic". •Aesthetic" caries rrm the Greek. bJDrd eistheeie, 
. . . . . . 

sense, end meeris the exposition of the hunem capability for s~aing. (B 35 n.)~ 

"Transcendental", you 111111 remember, means •beyond manse experience". ·The 

Transcendental Aesthetic therefore tl'9•t1 mf our cepllcity fo~ sensing without 

sensation. The poethunously published work of Kl!lnt ehawa that tha diacavary 

of this strange capecity came to dminate hie attention. And well it might, 

for it .holds the key to his peculiar view of human nature. The ·second part in 

question, the beginning of the logical Critique (which i11111edietely precedes the 

Dialectic, the "discipline · of reeeon" discussed above) is called the "Trans

cendental Analytic". It is a "canon of tha Wd1retendiog" (8 ??)and contains 

the analysis of the grounds of our capacity rar a priori thinking • . The first 

book of this is called the· "Analytic of Conc•pt•"· In it is found that 

investigation in the Cri tigua, designed, aa ~ant says, ·•with soma depth" which 

cast him the most labor (A 98), tha notorious "Trenscendantel Deduction of the 

pure a priori concepts of the undarstendin~" (not a deduction in tha sense 

used above but a grounding ,procedure in ~hich certain· critical .discoveries are 

justified by being ehcui to be the neQsseery .conditioris of the possibility of 

science (8 11?)). Considered apart fri:Jn its systematic context, it cen ·be 
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aaid to establish the nature of the transcendental self, the highaat, or 

perhaps better, the deepest point of the Critigue. I now ctr&.it lerg11ly upon 

it for my synthetic .beginning. The nane for thet which underliee all alee ie 

a. ~ Subject 

In the beginning there is the "I", and the "l" is by 1.teelf. lt is the 

highest point of . the Critique ( B 134 n .) ; ell else is founded upon . 1 t .. In · 

English we help ourselves over the enormity of such a reference.to the,!. by 

eeying !b!_ !!!!!,! er ~ ego, but Kant uses no such eubeti tutes. Were in exactly 

llea this enormity of the highest critical concept? 

The pronoun which we very aptly call "of the first person" (a parson 

being defined by Kant. es something conscious of the . numerical identity of 

its I (A 361)) is precisely of such a nature that no one else, no outsider, can 

say "l" for or of another. The word "l" is the pure expression of inwardness 

which cannot become cur D\IJT1 or another's object (8 .321); thus 1n .. ettamptlng 

to use the noun for which the "pronoun" I stands, cur name, we are constrained 

to shift to another "person•, the third, just es Ide must, in speaking of another 

say "he" or "it". Hew then can Kant make the I en object of investigation? For -
Descartes in hie incubator, such a study was still si~ply and frankly !!!!
examination (Discourse on Method IV, 8 422 n.). One of Kant's greet innovations --------
is, as blS shall see, preciee'iy to show in whet respects we can and cannot 

observe ourselves, in what way the I can become its own object (8 155 ff.). 

But because the I of the Critique is always presented as any I in general (8 ~O~O, 

a tremendous fact beccanes blurred: there is !!E,WBY the Kantian self can cane 

to know of another self (B 405). It is explicitly disbarred by its very· 

firstness, its radical self-sufficiency, from sharing.in the inwardness of 

another or even receiving immediate evidence of another's depth, hie soul. 

(Kant ventures the hypothesis that in the world of. ~ppearance inwardness asslll!es 
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the fom cf pure' exte:rnality, that ·saule .when they appear to e:>ther souls do ac 

as bodias (8 428) .) It is tharetare in the te:t111l!I af the Critique perfectly · 

indifferent whebr ·1ta ·1is151\e or many; · whsthar Kent is exmdning himself 

or~ I; eech I is universal, all the world there ia. · (This absolute 

isolation of the self is connacted with Kent's understanding of language, ~ 

subject which he neglects almost altogether. Souls can cCl!lnunicete with each 

ether if language conveys beings of thought from one soul to another, but for 

Kent, BS we ' shell see, there is no .such being and no such convswing~ We can. 

see et .once that .this caste •n uncanny light on the book ltsfitlf -- for 1e it 

nut conveying to us precisely Kant's thought? -- but for us it is at this 

moment pl'Clfitable only to allow his thought to come to ue, even. if this very 

ac~eptenc~ should imply its - ref~tation.) 

How then does the I, the original I, become knOU11 to itself? Kent points 

out in the beginning of hie AnthroiJology (I, 1) that the original I is not the 

first person known ta us in time, for children speak of themselves in the third 

person as if they were one a1J1ong many before they oiecover that all their . . . 

judg.ments, no matter what ·they ere about , have one and the s!lll~ subject end 

verb. For all judgments follow after the phrase •I think• (B 131-132, A 354-5). 

Thia I which thinks is always present (A 117 n.) noting its l'.ld"I activity, 

preserving its sameness .and s\Y1~\t'1(SS through all passions (A 108), e final 

end universal subject which underlies all its awn predicates (B 407, P 46). 

This universal and original person can be active only in self-concern. The 

name which Kant borrowe from Leibnitz for "self-activity" (B 130), for self-

attention, is "apperception•, or self-perception, self-consciousness. This 

epperception is transcendental, for in attending to myself as a thinking thing 

I am studying the radically original iqlawin9 faculty (A 114). At the same 
( 

time, if knowing requirea a attaking :i.n" ·of an object;, as the ,word "perception" 
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implies, I cannot "take in" the vary •ourca end support of ell mv knowing 

except in a special way (8 429-30). In em anticipation of the methemet.4.cel 

limit notion, Kent finds s·uch a way. The I which underlies all knwing is 

itself. knClill as the limit of all kncwledge, as its pure containing form. Hy 

root faculty, my pure self, 1• planted in an unknDblable beyond and I can 

know cf it only that it is, but never what it is (8 157). Kant smaewhere - -
calls the LD'lconditioned the "abyss cf reason". Since our 01&r1 original condition 

is inaccessible to us we live over just such en abyss. 

But if I cannot know whdt my ultimate nature is, I yet know_eomething of 

its mode and effect • .. It ehOliJS itself as that absolute end pure original 

ecti vi ty, lltlich !Aient cells spontaneity ( B 130, · 428) • Spon.tenei ty means 

wilfulness, radical self-determinatiCYl. The activity which has this character 

is thought, which works its will according to none but its . own laws. At the 

root to think and to will are the sane, end it ia this identification which 

makes the critical man bath the th~orizer of the Critique .2!.~ Reason~~ 

the doer. of deeds of the second Critique, the Critique !!f. Practical Reason. 

It is . evident ·by nCld that the I has an arena, a kind of theatre, in 

which it works its effects. (Why this should be so, why there is a faculty 

of thought is an unenswerable question (A XVII); exactly equivalent to the 

question why God created for himself, and c0111nunicated with, a world. We may 

go further~ the deep beginnings of modernity ere nearly all to be found in 

bold perversions of Christianity -- the genesis of the critical man takes the 

form of a \ages, a sentence such 118 that by which the !!E£!. of the gospel of 

John launches hi111Belf into a world; that is the very model we are using in this 

develaJDent.) The I ie thus a universal subject in need of completion. We 

therefore lllJBt go on to 
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b. The Predicat'es 
- ............ iiiioiiioi ..... 

The subject and its ve~b . in the words "I think that ••• • danand a completion 

of meaning, namely the thought which ·the 1· thinks. Whatever the I thinks is 

~ thought end ·l:!e1ongs ta 1,t , but whi.le it 18 E.f_ the I it is eleo !2!: 1 t. 

Our original I possesses a secret paiier, which distinguishes us frtlll the beasts, 

of doubting i teel f, of holding 1 ts a.in activity before ·. itself, and. this p0bl8r 

launches us on our career es knowers. Anything whetsoever ·which is there for 

the I is celled its nrepresentetion" (8 376). The word; again borrowed frcwn 

Leibni tz, is unfortunate slnt:e 1.t implies that emething present elsBaJhere, 

outside, is imaged by us or in us. But this is not whet K~t means. Re-presen

tations ere simply presentations, or what is present to us; there is no going 

beyond them, and they represent nothing else. ·(Kant's Germen term, "Vorstallt11g•, 

which means "something set before" 4.s more adequl!!lt•~> Thare ia nothing .fE!.!:!!. 

which is not our predicate. ·The trl!!lflacendantal I delimits an isll!llld realm -
which hes only internal affairs. 

The first of cur representetion, that is, those closest to the I beyond, 

are its thoughts (8 42s..429). These come into the world of representations 

as the effects of the transcendental I regarded as a root faculty of the soul, 

as its nmodes of expression" (Battle of the Faculties, II, end) which Kant ---- - - -----
calls the understanding (8 93 ff.). It is that primary cognitive faculty upon 

which the secondary faculty of reason depends, and which, as I mentioned before, 

is for Kant the intellectual faculty. The understanding.is the I as a source 

of activity within its a.in world. It is a faculty of representing representa

tions, thet is, a reflecting faculty. It carries forth the original unity 
. . . 

of the I into the multitude of .its representations (8 105). It is the primary 

faculty because it governs by establi!ihing relations among, by uniting, by 

grasping, by "taking together~', that is, conceiving our many representations. 
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Its primary and fundamental relating act is that which unites representations 

by reason of their carranan relation to the thinking I; as Kant says, it is 

an act "which brings the manifold (that is, the variegated field) of given · 

representations under the unity of apperceptian. 11 (8 135). This unity :is 

expressed .in "judgments" characterized by the copula "is" (8 142)~ When 

I think that "this body!:!, heavy", I have performed an act by which the 

singular and single empty representation which is expressed in "I think" has 

become the vehicle or correlate of two other representations which are united 

within it. This primary relating function is called judging (8 141-142). There 

is also a kind of incomplete judgment in which representations are related 

not upward to the apperception, but downward only; so, for instance, "body" 

comes under 11 heavy", and many mare representations came under "body 11 • Such 

incomplete judgments are called cpncepts; these are the isolated acts of the 

und~rstanding (8 94). · 

. There are a definite number of cefinite downward unifying functions, called 

the pure concepts of the understanding (8 102). The fact that Kant will name 

them must not deceive us about the nature of our reflecting faculty; it is 

a mere or naked power of arranging multitude,. of operating or functioning; the 

audible names of its products convey no real meaning (A 241). (As Kant 

observes in his Anthropology, (I, 18) it is precisely because wards in them

selves mean nothing that they are apt far characterizing the results of 

thinking.) Thinking by itself is a mere functioning, an invisible empty ; 

grasping (A 245); to~ is not to know (B 145-146). · Its grasp must be 

filled. At the lower end of the hierarchy of concepts there must be some 

material, something to conceive. And as the Transcendental Aesthetic, from 

which the following is largely drawn, shows, there is. We have a faculty 

which supplies the material for the formulations of thinking. 
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It la the eans1b111ty. Kent opposes the faculties of thinking and 

sensing ea "outermost extremes" (A 124). Thinking is active end spontaneous; 

the sensibility is pessiva and receptive. Thinking is an empty function; the 

aaneibility hes a pure original anntent (8 160). Thinking runs through a 

manifold, unifying it, and is discursive; the sensibility contains one singular 

presentation which is ready to receive a manifold, a matrix of particularity 

and variety. Kant cells this passive power, this faculty for reception, 

"intuition" (8 33). The prefix "inll has here nothing to do with any "inelght"~ 

any "looking into" -- for that i~ precisely whet the receptive capacity cannot 

co -- but has the sense of "looking !!l" intently, a sense clearer in Kant's 

Gemen ward "Anscheuung". Intuition is a faculty _for format1"• looking, a 

capacity for taking in the alien and shaping it into sights for the soul. 

Here·, at i ta lower limit, the isolation of the I gives way ta certain 

intimations fram beyond, from'outeide~' It is an undeniable fact that we ere 

aware of a multitude of alien and adventitious representations, end that there 

are far. more i:Jf these then of those that we ourselves produce and control. How 

can this came about? The sensibility is not an organ of sense rut a formative 

capacity for receiving the given. Representations do not came to us through 

but !!l the intuition. The sights which occur in the intuition are called 

11 appearancea 11 (B 34). In the cOlllllon understanding the appearance of a thing 

belongs to ll.; it is the · appearenc_e E!, the thing and evidence concerning 1 ts 

hidden being. But the appearances ln the intuition are famed and shaped by 

the faculty itself, they belong altogether to us, are through and through 

appearances within us, not from without, from another thing. What then does -
coma .from the outsidel . 

Just as the sensibility offers material ~o the forming functions of the 

understanding (8 87),. BO the eppearancee within the ·intuition are 89 forms 
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I 

for a material which Kant calls sensation (8 60, 207). Sensation is a 

representation of the "thereness" of something alien. It is that in appear

ances which gives them reality or "thinghood"~ whieh makes them capable of 

confronting us as alien and independent 11somethings" (8 375). As our 

representation, sensation is entirely and forcefully subjective, but it is 

just thus that it impresses us with intimations of an otherness which is there, 

outside. What does it tell us of things outside? 
I . 

'i ; ~ ' 

Nothing whatsoever about their nature. For the appearances of these 
i 

things are not with ~' but with ~' so that these outer things have, insofar 

as they are considered in themselves, no externality, no covering outer skin, 

no dress,so ta speak, in which to present themselves to us. Things in 

themselves, outside of us and stript of their appearance, are pure naked 

inwardness, as inaccessible by nature as our I (8 339). Such pure inwardness, 

like our apperceptian, is pure thought and Kant calls such things, things ' 
. / 

of thought, in Greek , 11naumena" , while he calls the . appearances in us "phen- , 

amena" (8 306 ff.). Of the noumena we know only that they are, but not what - -
I 

they are (8 XXVI). And just as Kant conjectured that our two root faculties 

might be at bottom one (8 29), ~so he conjectures that the I beyond our inner- . 

mast limit and the things beyond our outermost ken are one and the same, that 

we are surrounded by one and the same unknown ocean on all sides (A 379-380). : 

Here is Kant's description of our inner island and the fate of him who tries 

to take leave of himself (8 295-296): "But this land is an island and 

locked by nature herself within immutable boundaries. It is the land of 

truth, (a charming name), surrounded by a wild and stormy ocean, the true 

seat of illusion, where many a fog ·. bank and much melting ice counterfeits · 

new lands, and by endlessly deceiving with empty hopes the sea-farer roving 

about in search of discoveries, involves him in adventures which he can never 
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forego and never break off. 11 Our inner island, the scene of appaaren.ce an the 

ocean of darkness, is by nature the land of truth. 
'· . . ----

What is that truth? Kant's definition of truth is perfectly traditional 

in form and abeoiutely new in content (8 82 ff.). Truth is ned~uetio 
. ' 

intellectus rei", the approach or fitting of the understending to the thing. 

A thing which presents itself for the understanding to fit itself about, to 

grasp, is said to be "something throbin out before it~ ·, en "objectum" or object 

Truth involving objects, or objective truth, is knowledge which matters, 

mDterial .knowledge which is neither ~mpty nor blind (8 75). Empty knowledge 

is_ that :tn: which thinking has no object other then itself, the empty catching 

of thinking et thought~ blind knowledge is the mere unreflected sight of the 

object. Truth is therefore the ·aecure acquisition of something ·worth having. 

Kant's name for' the process of such acquisition is "experiencen (8 218), a 

ward in Latin and English reminiscent of the devices for extracting such 

knowledge, namely the experiments of science. 

(Accordingly error is no longer, ae in the Theaetetus, the dapply 

significant complement of truth, but a mere mismating which arises, together 

with its pseudo-object, nothing (8 347 ff.), on the secondary level of 

reflection, end for which the critical method can provide a radical cure. 

For both Ln1derstending end intuition are in themselves infallible_,and error 

arises only when the representations belonging to one faculty are interchanged 

with those of another. Kent cells such an "interchange" by its Greek name, 

"amphiboly" (8 316 ff.). It is particularly the concepts of reflection, the 

concepts for thinking about thinking, which are prone to such C!lnphibolies, 

for since our .-.nderstanding must always grasp something, it tends falsely, 

to turn its own thoughts into objects. The highest concept of reflection 

is that of ·"something" in general, ·the others are exact! y those which have 
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kept recurring in my deductive presei\tation: unity, reality, cause, possi-

bility which are both names of categd;ries and of prior critical notions 

(e.g., 8 131). It is characteristic ;of critical thinking that these must 

all be used on two levels, properly of true objects, and again improperly to 

describe thinking itself. But with the critical method to guard us against 

their interchange the perfect truth of our knowledge is guaranteed. For man 

to know is to know completely and certainly; there is no place for opinion 

(8 809), Socrates' human way station between exposed ignorance and hidden 

knowledge.) 

We see that if we are to be about anything, then at the center of our 

soul there must stand 

c. ~Object 

We ere confronted with appearance~ filled with the feeling of reality. 
I 

The German word for such a confrontation is "Gegenstand", something which 

"stands up to'.' us · (8 242). Kant's usage is by no means rigorous, but he very 

often uses this word for something given, which confronts the understanding, 

just as he often uses "thing" for the hidden source of reality in appearances. 

This confronting given something is there for the understanding; blind in 

itself, it is the potential object of truth, that to which the understanding 

equates its grasp (A 104). 

And now the understanding shows itself to be functioning for a definite 

end. For in grasping the appearances, in conceiving them, thinking itself 

makes objects £!:. ~· The pure conqeiving fµnctions of the understanding 

have no other purpose but to make the givens of our sensibility .into objects, 

and since the grasp itself molds the thing, the fit cannot help but be an 

adequate one; to be objectively valid and to be necessarily universal are 

exchangeable notions (P 19). · our material knowledge is "objective", that is, 
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both about something and also true, because we ourselves supply ' its material 

as well as its form (8 137 ff.). This form is imposed by the subjective 

origin of the functions of .our understanding, which ensures that they cannot 

bu dltered adventitiously, so that their enumeration is available to us and 

can be once and for all completed. This is done in the "Analytic" (8 106 ff.), 

or element-finding part, of the Transcendental Logic, which is therefore a 

logic Ef. truth (8 87). Using an Aristotelian term, Kant names the pure concepts 

of the understanding categories. Furthermore he gives names, taken from 

traditional metaphysics, to exactly four groups of three of them, but it 

is of the greatest importance to remember that these names carry no meanings 

and are nothing but labelling characters. We can know nothing objective of 

our own thinking functions, for to do that would be to grasp our own conceiving, 

to treat the categories as if they, by themselves, constituted an object, 

though this "transcendental" object would be a mere something, really a nothing 

of thought (A 250 ff.), an empty form. Thus thinking would be attempting 

to overleap itself, to transcend its own activity. But "critique" means 

first and foremost; the willingness to forego the impossible. And what is 

impossible is precisely that we should view our own thoughts, which are mere 

functions, or as Kant puts it, that we should have intellectual intuition (8 307). 

The expression of legitimate, material knowledge is the judgment which 

puts t~gether concepts in themselves disparate, on the baqis of an object in 

which they are united, and . united from~ very first -- that is to say, a 

priori synthetic judgments. And so we have come to that concluding point in 

our deduction to which corresponds the Cri tigue 's introductory problem, "How : 

are a priori synthetic judgments possible?" It is by reason of our very 

constitutions, now brought to light by the critical enterprise, that we 

inevitably make objectiv~ judgments, judg~ents which are both about something 
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and also certain, judgments which are~- Here is one of Kant's own 

examples of such a judgment: 11The sun warms the stone." (P 20 n.). Abstract 

from all sensation, from the color of the sun, the ~eight of the stone, the 

warmth of tne air. What "is left is the assertion that one object is related 

to the other as cause.!£!. effect (P 29). "Cause and effect" is the name of 

that, for Hume, most notorious of all metaphysical notions, the second of 

Kant's three categories of relation. The judgment asserts that this relation 

is objectively the case, not merely seemingly so, as it would be if it 

depended on sensations, which are empirical, that is, a matter of trial and 

error, and therefore uncertain (B 142). But all objects, not only sun and 

stone, are related as causes and effects -- for that is precisely what we 
I 

~by an abject. So also all objects stand under the remaining categories 

of relation, for all are permanent substances which have accidents or changing 

states, as when the stone, though remaining a stone, grows EE.!.£ at night, 

and so also all abjects are related in a community of interactions, for sun 

and stone attract ~ other. In fact each abject stands under mast of the 

remaining nine categories, far in Kant's favorite formula: "the conditions of 

the possibility of the sbjects of experience in general are at 'the same time 

the conditions of the possibility of the objects of experience" (B 197), 

which means: we can have material knowledge or worth-while truth only insofar 

as we have abjects to which to fit our thinking, and we have the latter since 

our thinking itself ·constitutes them. 

I have said that to come ynder the pure concepts of the understanding is 

precisely what we mean by being an abject (B 125). But we must recall that 

the pure categories have no real meaning and that therefore the pure object 

has no reality (A 250). Dur final task will be to shaw haw the categories can 

became embodied. This will be the S?ffie as deducing our ability to learn by 

experience, ta do experimental science or to be capable, as Kant says, of 
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empirical thinking. The deductive presentation will be drawn largely from 

the second book of the Transcendental Analytic, which is called the "Analytic 

of Principles 11 • 

Every concept is a complex or cnaracterizing marks or "notes" canvnon 

to many representations and may therefore be regarded as determining a £!:!!! 

for putting these together under itself. If such a rule comes from the 

highest concepts and is one of those by which objects themselves are constituted 

it is called a "grounding sentence", that is, a ground or principle for 

fo1111ulating laws (8 188). The categories thus furnish a matrix of laws governing 

the constitution and power of abjects. The system so governed is called 

nature (8 263), and the c.ategories are the sources of the ~ Ef. nature, and 

these are the results of the legislative activity of the understanding. Thus 

the sentence "the sun warms the stone" is very aptly called a judgment, for all 

of nature appears before the court ·of our understanding to be interrogated and 

judged by its self-given laws (A 126)~ 

I The highest principle of the understanding is that every object stands 

under the necessary conditions of the synthetic unity of the manifold of 

intuition in pos
1

sible experience (8 1~6). This means that we can have exper

ience, namely pronounce objective synthetic judgments upon our sensation

filled appearances, only because the manyness in our intuition has already 

been ' unified, has been put together in a ·synthesis. The necessary condition 

for this synthesis which 'first makes synthetic judgments possible is furnished 

by a mediating faculty whose very nature it is ta be a common ground (A 124). 

For in order far a representation to fall under a concept it must be 

somehow similar to the concept. · But the categories differ from the appear-

ances which they are to organize as radically as do the two faculties of 

understanding and intuition. The "third faculty" is responsible for that 
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interpenetration of these two which produces a synthesis, a ''structure of , 

unity". In Kant's words it is "a blind but indispensable function of the 

soul without which we wouid have no knowledge at all but of which we are, 

seldom even as much as conscious" (8 103). It is the imagination. 

As the common ground of the other two faculties, imagination is the same 

as understanding in being actively unfying (8 162 n.), and the same as 

intuition in having a given multiplicity of material (8 164). (Hegel, 

intending to deliver a devastating criticism, describes it simply as Kant's 

intuitive intellect or intellectual intuition (History of Philosophy XV, 570)). 

This double character is evident in the fact that the imagination alone is 

"productive", that is, while itself remaining hidden, it produces sdmething 

compacted of form and matter, an appearing object. Kant calls such objectsthe 

"schemata" of the imagination (8 177). Ta understand what a schema of the 

imagination is, what that "mediating third" which is on the one hand similar 

to the intellect, and on the other to intuition, is, we must briefly review 

and complete the development of the other two faculties of the soul. 

The tinderstanding, the faculty, so to speak, on the inner side of the 

soul, had two aspects: the transcendental apperception belonging to the 

single I beyond all appearance and the understanding by which that I grasps 

the many representations of sense. Now it must be the case that the ·eensi

bility at the other extreme also has two aspects. One of these faces toward 

the outer limit of the soul and is ready to receive ever new sensations 

issuing from beyond, under the form of externality, which is, as we shall 

see the triple extension of space; the other is turned toward the transcen-

dental I and receives it as an appearance under that single intensive 

. dimension which is most appropriate for its original unity, namely time. The 

intuition therefore has a form of outer sense (of which we shall say more soon), 
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and a form of inner sense; the reflective concepts "inner" and "outer•i 

describe both whence, in the topography of the soul, the two senses receive --
sensation and also what form they give it (8 373); so ou~er sense both receives --
what is alien to us (8 32) and also gives it that form which we call. "being 

outside'', by which we mean that the parts of the object all lie stretched 

out away from and outside of each other, that is, .!!::!. spa.cs. 

But it is the inner sense which is crucial at this juncture. In it 

material self-knowledge first becomes possible, for here~ appear !E, ourselves; 

here we can become . our own objects (8 156 f .). Kant regards this discovery of 

the doubling of the l, .which enables the thinking I to come to itself as an 
I • 

appearance~ both as a mystery and the fundamental fact of psychology (8 334), 
'; 

since it accounts for the very possibility of such a science. In self-attention 

I affect myself and em revealed to myself in a sensual appercaption (8 68 ff.). 

But such attention yields first of all. a representation of passing time. My 

inner appearances, my feelings, imaginings and thoughts, are borne along an 

a steady .flux in one direction, from past through present to future. This 

is the form of every inner. representation and since all representations are to 

begin with~ representations, all appearances have first of all the form of 

inner sense -- they are temporal (A 99). As Augustine says: 11 
• .".time is 

nothing b~t a stretching out, but of what thing I know not, and I marvel 

if it be not of the mind itself'' (Confessions XI, 26). In particular the 

thinking l casts its timeless transcendental functions into the inner sense, 

where they appear as our ordinary temporal thinking, that synoptic scanning, 

comparing, reflecting by which we finally abstract from all the differences 

of objects to obtain their common concept. It is in temporal thinking alone 

that· change can be grasped (8 48), for in successive times alone may contra

dictory predicates belong to a subject (providing they both obey the law of 
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non-contradiction, the highest formal law of thought, which is that no 

predicate must contradict the subject (8 189)). Time is here not as for 

Aristotle (Physics IV, 14), the soul's measure of motion, but its very 

condition. 

Now how can the thinking I be said to cast itslef into its inner sense? 

Each of the forms of the intuition, as formative receptacles, contain a kind 

of pure content, a pure single manifold which is nothing but their readiness 

to be determined or conceived in a certain way, a material which is nothing but 

a potential structure, a system of relations, not altogether unlike the contents · 

of the receptacle in the Timaeus (50 ff.). Kant terms these contents "pure 

intuitions 11 , using the name of the faculty for its material as well ( 8 160 n.) • . 

In entering the pure manifold of outer sense, the faculty of conceiving 

constructs the empty but determinate objects of geometry., as when we define 

a triangle and then imagine it, intuiting properties additional ta those in 

the mere concept (8 271). Thus an a pr.iari synthetic mathematical science 

becomes possible, and since in sense experience it is this very same geometrically 

determinable manifold which is now also filled with sensation, pure geometry 

is always empirically applicable (8 206). 

But because the inner sense is the sense of senses, the first and crucial 

interpenetration of the extreme faculties is that in which the pure concepts of 

the understanding enter the inner sense, that is, when the categories determine 

time, or, what is the same thing, when time determines the categories (8 177). 

Just now it was natural to speak of imagining the construction of a concept 

in space; similarly it is precisely the imagination which introduces concepts 

into time, and its schematic products are nothing ~general £!:.guiding ,_ 

constructions of the pure concepts .!D_ pure ~· Clearly the imagination 

is the central faculty of the soul, because it is nothing but the soul's 

capacity for combining its extremes; it is the common ground of intellect 
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and. intuition. And since the inner sense is, as it were, at the topographical 

center of the soul, it does its hidden first work deep within it (8 181) there 

showing itself ee the ground and bedrock on which the. island of our awn 

epiphany to ourselves, ·which l'Dl,lst precede all alien appearances, if founded. 

The imagination .can introduce the pure conceiving functions into time . 
' . 

•because the pure manifQld, being nothing but a eyetem of potential relations, . 

is not, as Kant observes in a pre-critical work, so unsimiler to a concept 

<Q!:!.:!l!:!.!. ~eneible ![!!!.Intelligible World 15). In fact, since the imagination 

i'e .understood es a faculty of representing in the intuition a confronting 

a.bJect w1-i~out its confronting presence (a ~Gegenstand" without "Gegenwart" 

(8 151))t pure time es en ·intuition empty cf sensation, is the inrnediete "ens 

imaginor°I.UTI" or imaginary being (8 347). Hence, just as Kant calls the . schema 

the mediating "third" between intellect and intuition (817?) so he calla tirrie 

the "third" which, as the beare~ of all our representations is the medlun in 

which they are put together or synthesized (B 194). Thie synthsaie is the 

work of the ~magination, and its products, the echemeta, , are those general 

. constructions or pettems into which concepts organize time irrrnedietely and 

space derivatively. Kant calls them "pheniJrnena" in a special sense (B 186), 

because they are a kind cf pure appearance, a pure object, or rather object 

structure, which although it is a no-thing of the imagination, "calling for 

an object" to be realized in it by sensation, is yet distinguished from the 
not 

transcendental object by being en empty fabrication of mere thought, but the 
"' 

first ·step in the "realization" of the cataglldes. They are the mediating th~"'~ 'lo 

which the synthesis of concepts in judgments can be referred, reminding us 

that an abject is the necessary correlate of the truth seeking subject. 

If we have not listed the categories so far it was becaus~ their names 

were meaningless; they were mere concepts of reflection. But by echematizing 
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them, by steeping them in time, the imagination has endowed them with meaning 

(8 185 ff.). And now the principles of the understanding which give, as you 

will remember, rules for using the categories to constitute the objects of 

experience, can, by employing the schematized or temporalized ca.tegories, also 

become meaningful .. We are therefore ready to show adequately how "empirical 

thinking" arise~~or the deductive presentation of its genesis requires only 

that the transcendental elements already presented be worked out in detail. 

The following section is therefore somewhat technical. In order to bring 

out the coherence and even elegance of the critical technique, I will conflate 

and reverse the developments presented in the Analytic of Concepts and in the 

Analytic of Principles. The result should be a synthetic account of the 

genesis of "empirical thought". This is an .awkward phrase by which Kant 

means that reflective employment of the understanding on appearances which is 

called 

d. Experience 

The genesis of experience has two sides: we may develop the step-wise 

synthesis of the object EI. experience (A 115 ff~), or we may follow the stages 

by which experimental s~ience as a system of judgments arises (8 197 ff.). Of 

course, this does not mean that either the synthesis of the object of truth 

or the formation of the corresponding principles of judgment is a psychological 

process of the appearing I going on in time. On the contrary, this synthesis · 

first makes the analytic work of temporal thinking possible (8 130); insofar 

as temporal learning has discernable stages, their sequence is apt to be the 

reverse of the transcendental order, for what is first for us is not first in 

the order of nature. The synthesis bf t~e object is thus rather a single 

timeless product of the imagination which, because of the mediating nature of 

the imagination, has a triple aspect corresponding to all three faculties: 
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understanding, imagination, sensibility (A 99). The fundamental rM1"8 •f · 

judgment, that is, the principles of the understanding, themselveQ r1veal 

these three aspects .,. to u_s, or we would never recognize them. (This 

correspondence between the genesis of the object and the rules far judging it 

is to be expected since it is the imagination in fact which plays the role of 

a faculty of judgment in the first Critigue (Critigue £!!Judgment 212)). 

Now since the principles of judgment arise when the imagination introduces 

the categories into time (since they are :,-.> ic:; , in fact nothing but rules for 

. applying the schemata), their number and nature is determined by the categories. 

Each qingle category is " a concept of something put tagehter", which means a 

concept of something synthesized in a definite way, a concept of an object .• 

But while with ~eference to the sensibility the categories are object concepts, 

by themselves they are also concepts of reflection. This is indicated by the 

fact that they come under four headings, which, now that the categories h~ve 

. assumed a meaning, it first makes sense to name: there are three categories 

each of modality, relation, quality and quantity (8 106). These categortcal 

classes are no longer concepts fa~ constituting the object, but concepts for 

refleftinQ on this cansti tution; they give the relation which the object. 

has to the faculties of the soul insofar as the single categories in a · 

particular class have contributed to its constitution. Accordingly there are 

fol,.!r principles of true synthetic judgments (8 200) which say at the same 

time what role each of the four categorical :classes plays with respect to 

the faculties in constituting the whole of possible experience and haw the 

single categories constitute aspects of objects. Therefore, precisely by 

reason of being 11 the source of all truth" (El 296) in the material or real 

sense, these principles are also the transcendental truths, the metaphysical 

principles of knowledge. Here then is· the new metaphysics, a metaphysics of 

physics. 
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Kant's names for the judgments following from the principles are, as we 

shall see, carefully chosen to trace out the steps of the genesis. It is 
I 

theref ore right ta · fallow the transcendental synthe.tic act and its expression 

as knowledge simultaneously, which means, as was said, reading the .&\~!Y!!E. 

qf Concepts, particularly the Transcendental Deducti_an in version A, together 
. I ; 

with the ,Rn,C3J.Y.~i~ . !2!. Principles. In fact, this way brings cut something 
I I 

fundamental about the critical man and his enterprise: the constitutive 111ork 

' of his soul. and his knowledge are ultimately indistinguishable -~ the Critigue 

cannot distinguish between a judgment as an act and as an expression, far in 

view of the isolation of the self ta wham would what be expressed? 

Let us, then, fallow the 9enesis of experience, ordering it from the 

Subject outward to the Object~ 

The I is the original source ' of unity in representations, since all 

thinking is~ thinking and belongs to one self. All thinking is therefore 

identical . in origin. This identity or self-sameness first makes possible 

those diverse unifying functions by which understanding conjoins the many 

representations of the I, for self-consciousness, by acknowledging all 

representations as its awn, gives them that vertical unity of which. the 

categories are different horizontal aspects. The unity of apperception is 

what necessarily accompanies every synthesis, simply by reason of the self

conscicusness of .the intellect which enters into it. Since it is contributed 

by the thinking I, this aspect cf the synthetic product is called the intel-

lectual synthesis (8 151, A 103). And since an object is something in whose 

concept a manifold of given representations is united, this synthesis, in 

bringing unity into representations, first makes ' cognition of an object 

possible. Consonant with the transcendental nature of the I, this unity is 

purely formal, and is therefore formally distinguishable from the synthesis 
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~tself9 in which diverse concepts together with a sensible manifold constitute 

a material object (8 131). 

The intellectual synthesis yields the highest synthetic principle, which, 

stated in terms of the apperception,is=: · all empirical consciousness, all my 

appearing representations, must be conjoined in one self-consciousness (A 117 n.). 

In terms of representations this means that there must be one which comprises 

all others and that is the general one called "something"; we must first of 

all know in what ways this something can be in self-consciousness, that i~, 

hqw a thing may be related to the unity of apperception. These ways are known 

through the last set of categories, those of modality, namely: possibility, 

actual existence, and necessity, and their schemata, which are: something 

consonant with time in general, something actually there at a definite time 

anq something existing at all times (B 184). The judgments employing these 

schemata are called the "postulates of empirical thinking in general" (8 265 ff.). 

They are these three: whatever corresponds to the fonnal C8nditions of 

experience (namely concepts and intuitions) can exist at some time and is 

possible; whatever is connected with the material conditions of experience 
' (namely sensation) exists at a definite time and is actual; whatever is 

related to something actual by the general conditions of experience exists 

at all times and is necessary. The last refers only to relations of. appear• 

ances according to the laws of causality, and means that if something is 

actually there, ~we can always make the hypothesis that there must be 

something else actually existing which is its effect. They are called 

. •postulates" because they merely demand the genesis of something but do not 

anticipate its nature. Thus the postulates of modality add nothing to the 

concept of the object itself but merely relate it to its generating faculty 

of cognition, for each of my representations is in my self-consciousness in 
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a different mode, depending on its source. The contribution of the postuia~es 

is therefore entirely on the subjective side'; in particular, they guide us 

in employing the most fundamental of all the concepts · for transcendental 

reflection, form and material. They are called postulates of "empirical · 

thinking" because they require that all faculties take part in the full . 

theoretical activity of experiencing. Thus if something is only of the under

standing, it is merely possible; if it is connected with the material of sense, 

sensation, it is merely actual; but if it is the result of the conjunction 

of perceptions through concepts, and therefore attributable to the imagination, 

it is necessary -- consequently the most complete kind of empirical judgment 

is the necessary hypo~hesis. 

The second stage is that of the synthesis proper, where synthesis means 

the product of the synthetic work of the imagination viewed not as the union 

of the extreme faculties, but independently, on the ground of the imagination 

itself. 

This synthesis is distinguished from the foregoing as an objective result 

from its subjective unifying act. It is a determination of the whole manifold 

of inner intuition considered as a given pure material, an original ordering 

arising not so much in the pure intuition as along with it. Kant calls it . the 

figurative synthesis (8 151), for it consists in the schemata or time organizations 

which together constitute the pure but sensible structure of objects, that 

temporal form which relates appearances in a regulated time order; the imagina

tion, in producing this structure of object relations, works that a thorough-

going ''affinity" (A 122) of appearances which gives them their systematic 

aspect and constitutes the "form of experience". The categories involved 

are therefore those of relation, namely substance and accident, cause and 

effect, and community or interaction (action and passion). Their schemata 
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are organizations of time into detenninate pennanence, . succession, and 

simultaneity (8 183). The principle according to which objects are judged 

in this aspect is: experience is possible only through the representation 

of a necessary -conjunc.tion of sense perceptions. The judgments based an it 
I 

are called "analogi.es of experience" ~ An analogy, understood mathematically, 

is a proportion, that is, a form for finding an unknown; · for instance, 

a:b = c:x, so that x ~ ~ • Interpreted as a kind of metaphysical algebra, 

.the sameness of the relations involved is not quantitative but qualitative, 

hence the unknown term cannot be constructed from the analogy, but the latter 

oan be regarded as giving a rule as well as a justification for seeking it 

in experience and a mark for finding it (B 222). Clearly the analogies of 

exper~ence are really instructions for forcing unknowns to disclose themselves, 

for experimenting. There are three leading principles far making analogies, 
( 

·' incorporating the three schemata: in a~l changes of the appearances substance 

is permanent and has a fixed quantity; all alterations occur according to the 

law of connection of cause and effect; all substances, insofar as they are 

perceived in space as simultaneous, stand in a rela~ion of thoroughgoing 

interaction. An example of an analogy based on the first · principle would be 

the .judgment: "As accident is to substance so is the altered form of burnt 

matter to the matter itself" (8 228); this analogy therefore implies that the 

quantity of matter is conserved in combustions and in general is the source 

of all coriservation laws. The second principle clearly yields, once matter ha:;i 

been properly defined, the first two Newtonian laws of motion, th0se of 

_inertia and force, while the third yields the law of action and reaction~ 

And indeed, once the critical grounding enterprise is completed, Kant w-orks 

out the deduction of the laws of motion in .Tb.§. Metaphysical Principles .Ef. 

Natural Science of 1786; the axioms of Newtonian science are thus mere 
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theorems of the Kantian system! 

The principles of modality and relation are only "regulative",_ which 

means that they rule the relation of objects to the subject and to each other, 

while they .add nothing to the constitution of the objects themselves. Kant 

also calls them "dynamic", because they involve those powers and relations 

which objects . must h~ve whenever they exist, but which, since their existence 

is contingent, have no being apart from actual experience. The remaining 

principles, on the other hand, are 11 com;iti tutive 11 and "mathematical 11 , because 

they do refer to the objects themselves, and because they apply to all possible 

experience since they concern the pure and the affected material, that is, the 

mathematical constitution of objects (8 199). This brings us to the third 

and last synthesis • . 

This third synthesis, in which the objects of experience are, so to speak, 

filled out, is the synthesis .Q.f apprehension (A 98 ff.). As the imaginative 

synthesis includes the .unifying act of the transcendental self-consciousness 

as a separable prelude, so the imagination performs the concluding act of 

"apprehending" or taking direct possession of intuitions, that is, of bringing 

them into empirical consciousness (A 120). 

Apprehending is the generation of original inner motion~ the phenomenal 

mirror of 11 the action of the subject 11 • In "running through" and 11 taking up" 

the manifold of the sensation-filled intuition, the imagination at once 

activates it and gathers it into a unity of intuitions, a connected inner 

experience. The categories for this phase are those of the first set, of 

quantity (unity, plurality, totality) and of quality (reality, negation, 

limitation). 

The categories of quantity have the schema of number (8 182), for 

quantity in time is precisely such ordered succession as is apprehended 
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:·;· 

in counting. °The apprehensive synthesis may .then be · understood as a connected 

awareness of the pure manifold of time . and spi;ice, arising in the so1,Jl :'by a 

kind of original counting. · The principle based on this schema is: all 

appearances are extensive magnitudes. Extensive magnitudes are precisely 

. those whose parts lie outside one another so ' that they can be counted. This 

principle governs the "axioms of intuition". They are called axioms not 

only because they are the source of the axioms of mathematics (8 204), but 

also because they apply directly to intuit~ons and are therefore immediately 

evident, for the intuition is the place of evidence; what is "intuitive" is 

patent to inner sight (8 762). 

The combining activity is now complete. There is no additional synt~esis, 

but there is one more set of categories, those of quality, which make it 

possible for the synthetic structure to be filled with sensation. Their schema 

· is that of degree Ef reality (8 182). "Reality" is that which corresponds to 

sense impressions, that in our consciousness which convinces us that we a~e up 

against something alien of a definite sort; a "real" object. "Degree" is the 

quantity of influence which the outside exerts, a quantity not &uccessively 

accumulated but all there at once as an intensity of awareness.· The principle . 
' i 

I 

is: in all appearances the real which is an object of sensation has an intensive 

magnitude, that is, a degree (8 207). The corresponding judgments are called 

"anticipations of perception". They are anticipations because of the remarkable 

.fact that we can know!!. priori one aspect of something which by its .very nature 

we must wait for and receive !!. posteriori, namely sensation~ For example, when 

I come on a body in the dark I can anticipate that its coloration will have 

some degree of intensity although I can say nothing about its particular color 

before I see it. "Perception" is empirical awareness, that is, consciousness 

attended by sensation. Sense perception therefore stands at the opposite extreme 
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of pure apperception; but it is to the former alone that the name "perception" 

(and Kant's German word "Wahrnehmung") properly applies, for it signifies 

not an activity but a passive "taking in" (attended · b~ awareness), 

corresponding ta the unpredictable givenness of sensation. 

This is the threefold synthesis given in the order of transcendental 

priority: the apprehensive synthesis pre-supposes the imaginative synthesis as 

a condition, and the latter, in turn, depends on the intellectual synthesis 

(A 121-122). Each of these transcendental aspects can now appear in time as 

stages of empirical knowledge, namely knowledge which is 11 a posteriori", or 

subsequent to, experience and which uses what is adventitiously given. However, 

the faculties come into empirical use in an order of imu1ediacy which is the 

inverse of the transcendental priority: In the learning process of children 

for instance, sense perception precedes empirical thinking and the latter, 

the power of making objective judgments, precedes full self-consciousness 

(l~nthropology I, 1). Hence arise the various versions of the universal pre

c~itical illusion which took the child's course far the human way, and regarded 

truth as somehow given 1E, rather than constituted ~the soul. 

To recapitulate the empirical syntheses in the order of temporal priority: 

When possible experiences are, so to speak, activated, the empirical self 

first becomes conscious of the synthesis of apprehension as a scanning process 

consisting of a succession of instantaneous views by which it takes hold of 

the manifold spatial scene and the sensations it brings with it; this means 

quickly running over and picking up a series of aspects, for instance, of a 

house, including its dimensions and colors, ta obtain a synopsis (A 97) of the 

accessible whale. The synthesis of the productive imagination appears as 

memory in which past representations, connected by association, are related 

to the present self, so that it can encompass stretches of time; Kant calls 

this process imaginative 11~production" (A 100). 
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. synthesis, the source of cognition, has its empirical counterpart in our 

ordinary thinking process in which we scan our representations far what Kant 

calls a "!£c6gnition" (A103) of their affinity. But such recognition is 

precisely the process of forming concepts on the basis of experience (B 134 n.). 

~nd so we.have fina l ly come to actual empirical thinking, which is the temporal 

beginning of all our knowledge, though not, as we learn on the first page of 

the Critique (A 1), its source. 

Empirical thinl.ing is now fully grounded and we have come down to the 

point where the first problems with which the C!'itigue begins can arise. And 

now we must ask: Wh;L_ did Kant undertake this great grounding enterprise in 

the course of which the critical man arose? Was it really to secure the 

certainty of sciencE? But that was assumed to begin with by the problems 

themselves. Perhaps it is not the certainty but the significance of the new 

science which is at stake. If thot is so, the ultimate question which the 

~ri tigue c:;nswers is ; "What is nature to us that 1i1e should need to know her?" 

This is the very question whose answer Kant emphasizes in a short addition 

he made in the second edition to the end of the section from which this 

s ynthetic presentation is reconstructed, the Tran_s,c.erid.,ef!.t p l ~n-~~..Y.:P_c. This 

brings us to 

~2. The Meaning 

Our inner sense is the sense of senses (8 50), but, as the steady unchanging 

form of our flowing inner appearance, as ~ime, it does not itself appear (8 219). 

Our one-dimensional temporal self, ever slipping away, is by itself incapable 

of duration; measurEd time, detc~1inate durations, can appear only against 

;0m empirical representation ot' permanence. Ksnt remc:irks how empty a science 

pure psychology mus t evor bs since in its singl o dimEnsion that which makes 

;; science scientific , ths use of mathematics, is imrP~sibl8 (A 381 ff; 
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Metaphysical Principles of Natural Science, Intro.). For that a substantial 

appearance is needed. The metaphysical place of "phenomenal substances" is 

outer sense (8 291 ff.). The form in which we intui.t otherness is that of 

externality, of three-dimensional space. It is crucial to understand that 

things are not "outside" us because they have a place within space but that 

they appear spatially because they appear in that sense which is receptive 

to othernes~ (A 385). Nowhere does critical self-knowledge demand a more 

dizzying revolution than in making us aware that we do not look out into the 

outside because it is in itself and absolutely there (A 375), but that our 

seeing is altogether an inner capacity for receiving unshaped sensations in 

a spatial form (A 370), for we have the satisfying uncritical illusion that 

appearances come to us .f!:E!!!. things through our organs of sense, particularly 

of sight. Our outer sensibility is no such organ but more like Newton's divine 

sensorium (Optics, Quest. 31) in which the whole spatial world is at once iu. 

and present !£God, as h:iS self-created representation. The critical man is 

just such a divinity; a connection of which Kant shows himself aware in the 

work which is the precursor of the Critique (On ~Sensible ~ Intelligible 

World 23). Kant's formulaic description, which draws attention to the full 

force of his revolution, is that space is empirically ~, for it contains 

intimations of an outer reality in the form of definite given appearances, but 

transcendentally ideal (8 44), . for it is a mere idea and, apart from being a 

form of knowing, a nothing of thought. Appearances in space have therefore a 

certain structure merely by reason of the spatial form which received them, 

first of all, of course, their three dimensions (8 41), a structure seen in 

its pure form in the mathematical objects which the understanding functioning 

with concepts such as "three-sided rectilinear figure" may "construct" in the 

intuition (8 741 ff.). And this solidifying dimensionality of space, though 
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not the source, is yet the condition of possibility of a matter anchored in 

the three extensions of space and pennanent in quantity, and therefore capable. 

of appearing as a substance underlying all changes 1n state. · The system of all 
. . 

such permanent things with their alterations, with their relations of 

c£Lsality and community is, as we have seen, precisely what Kant calls nature 

(P 16, 8 263), while its delimitable parts, the things or objects of nature, 

have the name of bodies. (A 106). Bodies alone furnish us with that pennanence 

against which we can measure our own duration and flux; bodies, again, teach 

us all we can know of cause and community; !!:!_nature alone .~~ ourselves 

(8 276). Nor ought this to be very surprising, since pure nature herself was 

constituted by the transcendental I functioning within itself, and is there-

fore nothing but the diversifying mirror of its unity. Kant significantly uses 

the same language in describing both the transcendental I and body , as 

p8rmanent appearing substance, for he calls both the steady correlate of all my 

appearances (A 123, 183). So also the thin, flowing, appearing I seeks to 

find itself in extensive solidity (A 381). This is why Kant calls not only 

the transcendental I but also the question concerning nature the "highest 

point" of the Critique (P 36). 

The true purpose of the Critique £!:.Pure Reason is therefore not ta 

guarantee the certainty of science, for this certainty is itself its mast 

certain assumption, but rather to insure that science be an ever-lasting 

enterprise in self-knowledge,~ never completed human activity (A 1), in 

which alone the self can determine itself, can procure for itself the stuff 

through which it feels itself to exist, the mirror in which it assumes a 

shape. For the enterprise of metaphysics is shortly to be completed, and 

thereupon the human desire to know what is beyond nature will have been 

completely satisfied by being shown its hopelessness • . There remains the 
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inexhaustible indulgence of our curiosity, insatiable for that experience 

which alone makes us appear to ourselves (8 255, 334). This ia :tha final 

significance of Kent's "Copernican Revolution": that men literally and 

exactly finds himself in the bodies end their motions which constitute 

nature, that neturel science alone provides a sort of self-knowledge. fDr 

in studying the world of nature man studies his own creature and image; here 

he rinds whet he can ~PP.ropriete, because it is his awn.-- In the poethumously 

published notes for the work on the transition from the metaphysics of nature 

to physics, which Kant, significantly, regarded as his most important and 

final achievement, there,occurs an isolatedphrese, revealing and ' ewe-1nspir1ng. 

It says simply: "I, the proprietor of the world.'' (Kent's Geeamialta 

Schriften, Preueeische Akademis, XXl, 45). 
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